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[Website]
https://www.pepeye.xyz/
[Telegram]
https://t.me/pepeyeth
[Twitter]
https://twitter.com/PEPEYE_2023
[Medium]
https://medium.com/@pepeyeduck
[Reddit]
https://www.reddit.com/user/PEPEYEDUCK
[Github]
https://github.com/PEPEYEDUCKDUCK
[Youtube]
https://www.youtube.com/@PEPEYEDUCKDUCK
[BUY IT]
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?&inputCurrency=
0xc02aaa39b223fe8d0a0e5c4f27ead9083c756cc2&
outputCurrency=
0xd8a4465f3be9bbbbfb25a5f0d541ed1747377955 

&use=V2
[Contract Address]
0xd8a4465f3be9bbbbfb25a5f0d541ed1747377955
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Welcome to the quack-tastic world of PEPEYE
(PẸ́PẸ́YẸ) – the meme coin that's making waves in 
the crypto universe! Inspired by the Yoruba word for 
duck, our project is all about having fun and making a 
splash in the world of cryptocurrencies.

We know there are a lot of meme coins out there, but 
we're not just another copycat. We're unique, just like 
a duck's quack! Our goal is to provide a platform that's
both fun and innovative, where our community can 
trade and invest in a way that's as entertaining as it is 
profitable.

So, whether you're a seasoned crypto pro or a newbie
looking to dip your toes in the water, come join us on 
this wild and wacky adventure. Let's make some noise
and quack up the crypto world with PEPEYE!
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Specialized application running on a 
state of the art blockchain technology.

User friendly UX for account 
opening procedure sustained by an 

 
 

winning and professionalaward  

 
  

not include complicateddoes

customer service team.

Educational solutions linked with  
revolutionary blockchain technology that 

  
technical knowhow procedures.

An educational and entertaining 

platform that makes learning easy 
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WHY  
PEPEYE



XRP LEDGER TRANSACTION

- Content
Creators

- Publishers
- Developers
- Illustrators

Platforms:
- Educational Apps
- Educational Games
- Educational Content

People
& 

Educational 
Institutions

Incentives Be a
partner

Content & 
Advertising
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PEPEYE 
ECOSYSTEM

PEPEYE



THE
REVENUE
MODEL
Subscription/membership. 

Platform Advertising.

In-App Purchasing.

Funding (Private Selling, Investor 
Funding)

NFTs Selling at XRPL Platform. 

Brand Trademark. 

Merchandising.

Publisher or Content Creator 
Commitment Fee.
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COST STRUCTURE
& ALLOCATION

Fair Game
15%

20%

We Are 
The People
Charity for 
Educational 
institutions. 

5%

60%
Allocation Token:

Legal & Set up Company Entity.
Company Operations.
Incentive for Developer,s Publishers, Content Creators and 
Illustrators. 
Cost of IT (Server and Security).
Marketing expenses

Cost Structure:

.
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Q4 2022
1. Setup Legal  entity.
2. Push to release at exchanges.

Q1 2023
1. Release BETA version of  mobile phone application.
2. Listing  on  more exchange.

Q2 2023
1. Private Selling for Charity Purposes.
2. Setup Server and IT  Security.

Q3 2023
1. Develop  a more in-depth curriculum
2. Create  PEPEYE Games.
3. Partnership with  educational  Institutions

Q4 2023
1. Release the final version  of the  application.
2. Establish bridges  between the  PEPEYE 

ecosystem  and educational  Institutions.
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